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Introduction
Whilst  the Mauser 201 is a excellent rifle, part three is about my attempt to upgrade one of my older rifles and take
it to the next level.

Mauser 201 .22LR, Serial No 116613
In part two, I discussed a US company called Kleingunther (KDF) based in Texas, who modified Mauser 201’s with
Anschutz target barrels and called them the K22. There was a statement on the website that described these rifles as
boringly accurate and capable of ½” groups at 50yrds. This rifle is not only to attempt to recreate that statement but
to better it.

Initial condition
The picture below shows the first rifle that I procured and it was this rifle that impressed me so much as to the Mauser
201’s quality that I decided to collect and study these superb rifles. The rifle initially came with Iron sights but the rear

sight clashed with the
scope and the
foresight had been
damaged by the
threading of the
muzzle for a
moderator. As a result
I decided to remove
the Iron sights, but as

this was an early model the sights were secured by studs which were welded into the barrel.

Removing the studs was not such as easy process as I first thought as the weld left an uneven surface which was
difficult to mask. It was this unsightly finish that gave me the idea together with the statement above to replace the
barrel with an aftermarket varmint barrel in an attempt to make a super accurate hunting rifle.

Barrel
Replacing a barrel with an aftermarket version in the UK takes 12-14 weeks and this is why the first rifle I purchased is
being rebuilt four months later on. The replacement barrel was fitted by Border Barrels Ltd in Scotland and its
specification was as follows:

1. Material: Stainless Steel
2. Twist:  16.6
3. Barrel Length: 21.5”
4. No of grooves: 6
5. Crown:  11°
6. Muzzle thread: ½ x 20UNF
7. Contour: Straight taper, 1.0” at rear and 0.7” at front

Mauser 201 barrels are secured in the same way as Anschutz rifles which is with the use of two steel pins driven down
through the receiver locking the barrel in place.
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As you can see from the picture the barrel certainly looks the part, cosmetically I prefer the more chunky line of a
varmint barrel profile. One
thing I will mention and that I
was a little disappointed
about was when I received
the re-barrelled rifle there
was what appeared to be rust
stains near the chamber and
Border barrel crest. The only
way I could remove these

stains was by polishing; this lack of attention to detail is disappointing, which will make me reconsider my supplier next
time.

Woodwork
The woodwork was the deluxe model and had to machined out slightly to accommodate the varmint barrel profile. I
should mention at this point a fault I found with the stock that I had not identified earlier and is potentially common
to all Mauser’s. By the nature of the beast, wooden stocks are not be made to the same tight tolerances as the rifles
mechanism and as a result should be checked closely. In my case where the bolt handle closes and sits in the recess in
the stock, it should not hit the wood closest to the receiver and unfortunately mine did, as a result it fractured the
wood. This is not an easy fault to find and you will probably only identify the problem when the wood starts to fracture.

Magazine
For this rifle I dispensed with the original 5rd magazine and introduced an aftermarket 10rd version. The magazine is

marked with REP on the bottom and I believe they are a range of magazines common to a
number of rifles, those being the Mauser 201, 107 and the 105 and possibly some Voere
models. The 105 magazine is marked AUTO on the bottom plate as the Mauser 105 is a
semi-automatic sporter, whether this magazine is interchangeable, I am unsure.

Another indicator that this is a alternative design is the two locking lugs for the magazine catch
approximately 4mm apart. This would confirm my suspicions that it is a common magazine
suitable for a number of rifles. Older magazines retain a single locking lug indicating they were
designed for the Mauser 201 only.

This magazine also lacks the small lug on the side of the platform to assist in filling the
magazine.  I have had some earlier 10rd magazines and they still retain the lug, so this may have
been introduced as a cost saving measure. To be honest I find the different types of magazine
to be confusing and there heritage more so. With magazines becoming increasingly difficult to

obtain I am simply happy to have one that works.

Rifle Receiver
With the serial number 116613 this is the oldest gun in my collection, the receiver is blued, blueing is 100% and the
serial numbers are engraved. Being the oldest rifle in my collection it is best placed to benefit from a new barrel.

Optics and Mounts
I fitted B-Square adaptor blocks and converted the 3/8 rimfire rail to standard 12mm and in turn I fitted good quality
Leupold 1” low rings as I have done with other rifles in my collection. The scope was a Leupold VX-I 4-12x40 which is
one of my premier choices for rimfire rifles. The reason being is the VX-I still has coin slot and in turn you can fit Stoney
Point external drums, which is a very cost effective way of fitting tactical drums.
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Leupold’s long range duplex reticule is what other manufacturers call a hold over
reticule, in other words it has two Mil dots underneath the cross hairs to allow you to
aim off for long range shots, ideal for .22LR.

Moderator
I intended to fit a moderator from the very beginning and as a result I had the barrel
threaded for a ½ x 20UNF moderator. I decided to take the plunge and go for the
expensive Swiss Brugger & Thomet moderator as I intended to shoot Lapau HV
hollowpoints.

The B&T Moderator at first glance appears
light weight, well made and with nice
engraving. Price is around £140.00 which is
expensive for a .22 moderator; however
this moderator has been through proof so
really the price for the moderator itself is
more in the £100 territory.

On first impression the moderator looks like it can be stripped but having purchased the correct tools I couldn't strip
it any further. The two end plates are black in colour with the centre section in dark grey and when fitted to the rifle
it looks very pleasing to the eye.

The Moderators performance was compiled using the following ammunition and with the sound meter placed by the
shooters ear:

1. Eley Sub Sonic - 98.7dB(a)
2. CCI Stinger - 107.0dB(a)
3. CCI Velocitor - 102.0dB(a)

In comparison to other moderators this is pretty good going, especially with the high and hypervelocity CCI
ammunition. Whilst this article is not about comparing moderators I did have a A-Tec rimfire moderator to hand which
measured 104.1dB(a) with Eley Sub Sonic.

Initial Field Test
My first test was to zero and accuracy test at 25yrds. Results were as shown to the right. Shooting from the bench,
utilising Eley “Target” ammunition this 3 round group measured 0.186 or 4.73mm from centre of the two furthest
holes. Outside dimensions were 0.319 or 8.11mm. I shot 20rds from a new barrel,
without a moderator and once I had zeroed, the rifle was constantly achieving
these 3 round groups and as a result I am fairly confident that I can achieve the
target of a ½” group at 50yrds.

One problem that arose with the new barrel was intermittent light strikes, which
required me to re-cock the bolt for a second time to fire the round. This problem
has only occurred since the new barrel was fitted so I assumed the barrel was
sitting a few thou short of the bolt face. This was another example of poor
workmanship that had materialised from Border Barrels Ltd, which I found very
disappointing. I solved the problem by giving the firing pin more reach and
replacing the firing pin spring.
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The picture below shows the completed rifle in its initial format; however what was becoming a problem was my
ability to see such a small
target at long range and
whilst the VXI was a good
scope its limited
magnification was
restricting my ability to
beat the challenge I had
set myself.

Meeting the Challenge
One problem I identified is the difficultly in engaging a very small target at 75-100yrds. At
longer ranges and with scoped rifles I use the target depicted to the right which is 2 ½”
across at the widest point. The circle is 1cm in diameter so you can imagine how difficult it
is to see at 100yrds.

As a result I purchased a second far more powerful scope. This was an 8-25x50 Sightmark
scope from the US. I was a little concerned as scopes at the cheaper end of the market
struggle to focus at all the magnification settings especially at the short ranges required for
.22RF ammunition. Secondly these larger scopes can appear oversized on rimfire rifles;
however the large centre-fire appearance of the Mauser's eradicated this problem.

Sightmark 8-25x50 Tactical Rifle Scope
This tactical scope has a 30mm one piece aluminium tube with a mil dot illuminated reticule. The scope hails from the
USA but like so many scopes these days it is built in China. Retailing at around £270.00 this is not a Schmidt & Bender
and it is not a Mil Spec scope so I would recommend treating this scope with some care.

Having said that it is not a heavy scope indicating its light construction and its layout is very traditional, lens quality is
reasonable but still needs to be tested in the field. It has external tactical drums for windage, elevation and focus which
can be locked to avoid accidental adjustment.

Scope controls such as illumination, reticule focus and magnification are in all the traditional places and the reticule is
a fine Mil dot.

One aspect that I like is the 1/8 MOA adjustment on the drums, which makes this a moderately priced good long range
scope for shooting out to 1000yrds and even better for minuet adjustment that I require for shooting at very small
targets.

 There are some dislikes however and the principle one for me is the rather sharp detents/clicks of the drums as it adds
a rather grated feeling to the drums, which may change as the drums wear in. The other dislike is the rings which are
supplied with the scope. They are typically low budget, poor quality Chinese rings which rather lets the side down. As
a result I have fitted some better quality rings from Weaver.

Scope field test
The scope came out well in the field trials by achieving everything I asked of it. I zeroed at 50yrds and shot some
excellent groups at both 50 and 75yrds. Scope adjustment was good and zeroing both drums was fairly easy. Although
I only intend to use this scope at no more than 150yrds, I did take the opportunity to test the scope itself at various
other ranges, extending from 100 to 700yrds and all appeared well.
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My only criticism that I could level was the adjustment of the focus drum which was very fine. At longer ranges any
over adjusting, even by 1mm put the scope out of focus.

Range Testing
Once I had zeroed the rifle at 50yrds I put the rifle to the first test, which was to achieve a
group of less than ½” at 50yrds. I had a range of .22HV ammunition to hand, Minimag,
Stinger, Velocitor and Remington but none of the HV ammunition was to a standard of
accuracy that I required. Therefore for these tests I shot Eley Target standard velocity
ammunition.

I must admit I was slightly nervous as I had injected a fair sum of money to beat a statement
made on the Internet. However I needn’t have worried as the rifle’s performance was
outstanding. At 50yrds, shooting from the bench and with a 3mph cross wind, I managed a
group measuring from the outside 0.29” or 7.41mm - see top picture on the right.

At 75yrds and using the same test criteria, I achieved a further 3 round group of 0.413” or
10.51mm. This was excellent performance, the best I had ever seen from a hunting rifle –
see lower right hand picture.

I still needed to test the rifle with high velocity ammunition, I wanted Lapua but I struggled
to find a supplier and in the end I gave up.  I must admit I find American high velocity
ammunition rather inconsistent especially the Remington brands but with the current
shortage of .22 ammunition in the UK, beggars can’t be choosers, so I went for the CCI
Velocitor.

I booked a 100yrd lane on the Short Siberia Range at Bisley and shot a similar group to the
above using the Velocitor, however every now and again I got a flyer and I put this down to inconsistence's in the
ammunition. CCI Velocitor is hyper velocity copper coated hollow point, so is clearly a hunting round but these
inconsistencies frustrate me. I do wish Eley would extend its ammunition into this particular market.

Summary
I must say I was very pleased with the results. Throughout these articles I have constantly praised the Mauser 201 and
whilst I have achieved some superb results I have never really tested these rifles to their limits. However like the K22
with the Anschutz barrels these rifles can shoot superbly well. As the guy from the US said; “these rifles are boringly
accurate” and I have to concur.

Had, heavy or varmint barrels been in
existence when theses rifles were being
marketed, these rifles would be in a league
of their own.
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Update - Revised Jan 2013
After all fun and excitement of putting the rifle through its paces I upgraded the rifle one more time.  The future role

of the rifle was to be as a daylight hunter, therefore I removed the overly powerful Sightmark scope and replaced with
a period 3-10 B Nickel Marburg. These are extremely nice and well made scopes, manufactured in Germany. They have
a 26mm steel tube, highly blued finish and excellent optics and are still made to this day, unlike a lot of there
competitors. You can see there website at  http://www.nickel-ag.com/en/default.aspx

I also stripped down the stock, fitted an adjustable rubber butt plate and refinished the wood as can be seen from
above. Once all the old  muck and grime had been removed it highlighted the woods natural grain and in particular the
“tiger strips” which I found particularly appealing.

The rifle remains in my collection to this day and I have yet to find a sporting rifle that is capable of out shooting it.

Paul Green
Thames Valley Guns
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